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September 26, 2012
Hon. Frank Kendall
Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition, Technology & Logistics)
3010 Defense Pentagon
Washington, DC 20301-3010

Dear Under Secretary Kendall:
On behalf of the more than 350 member companies of the Professional Services Council (PSC), I wanted
to share our recommendations for your “Better Buying Power 2.0” initiative. As you consider the
elements of this next step in the department’s effort to derive maximum value from its acquisition
dollars, we recommend that it include additional guidance focused on three key trends.
Contract Length
First, as you have acknowledged in various forums, the original Better Buying Power initiative’s focus on
limiting contract length to three years needs clarity and modification. While the intention of limiting
contract length was to drive more competition, its actual effect has been to limit competition and the
ability of companies to invest in ways that drive long-term performance and efficiency. Moreover,
where some DoD components have contemplated modifications to the three year limit, those
modifications have not been adequate to overcome its principal effects. For example, one
recommendation was to allow additional option periods based on contract performance. However, with
only a three year window as a baseline, all relevant performance and investment would need to be
made in the first year in order to facilitate a timely decision regarding additional option periods. This
could be financially impossible and involve substantial, additional risk for both the government and the
contractor.
We recommend guidance reminding the acquisition community that contract length must be tied to the
nature of the work involved. For some commoditized or static services, a three year period of
performance may be reasonable. However, for services that require, or could benefit from, technology,
professional development or other investments, it is important that the contract length be sufficient to
enable such investments and to allow an appropriate time for the department and the contractor to
obtain returns on such investments. It is also important to recognize the significant costs, to government
and industry, associated with competitions. As such, particularly in these resource-constrained times,
those mutual costs should be considered in relation to expected savings that would come from a new
competitive procurement.
As you have acknowledged, the real goal of the department is quality and robust competition, rather
than competition for its own sake. The key to driving quality competitions lies in the quality of the
requirements, far more so than the frequency with which competitions are held. Thus, it is important
that Better Buying Power 2.0 stress to DoD components the importance of focusing on their
requirements and on seeking and rewarding new solutions and innovation.
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Buying for Value
Second, as PSC highlighted in our November 2011 report to Secretary Panetta on the impacts of defense
budget reductions, our members’ greatest concern is the government's overwhelming tendency to use
lowest price technically acceptable (LPTA) acquisition strategies for complex solutions. In an
environment where constrained budget resources already place tremendous pricing pressures on
bidders, it is more important than ever that the government incentivize and reward the right solicitation
and bidding behaviors.
Today, we are seeing two trends regarding LPTA that are of concern. The first trend is the almost routine
use of LPTA in circumstances that are more appropriate for a cost-versus-technical trade off approach.
The second trend involves circumstances where LPTA may be the appropriate source selection
methodology, but the right LPTA procedures are not being applied.
We recognize that LPTA may be the appropriate evaluation methodology for the preponderance of the
department's commodity purchases. For such acquisitions, there is broad agreement that price is the
appropriate discriminator when technical requirements are set at the appropriate level for evaluation
purposes. Unfortunately, there is a strong consensus that LPTA source selection strategies have
essentially become the default source selection approach, almost regardless of the nature of the
requirements involved. There is also broad agreement that when the technical requirements—including
existing capabilities, past performance, and ongoing technology refresh—are evaluated at only minimal
levels for complex requirements, the acquisition outcome is rarely beneficial to either the government
or industry. However, there appears to be a significant disconnect between many in government and
industry as to whether that former test is being met.
While the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) provides that an LPTA acquisition is simply one end of
the “best value continuum,” in reality “best value” acquisitions enable the government to make
appropriate trade-offs between cost and technical capability. As the FAR also makes clear, the
government may not make such trade-offs when using an LPTA approach. Thus, in an LPTA
environment, the government is required to make the award to the lowest bidder that meets the
minimal qualification levels established.
We have gathered numerous examples of acquisitions in which LPTA has been inappropriately applied
to complex technologies. As one example, in the department’s acquisitions of audit readiness and
preparation services, awards have been made on an LPTA basis, even though much of the work involves
specialized and sophisticated accounting capabilities. Similarly, we have examples where the scope of
work is ambiguous, thus resulting in confusion among bidders about what the department is seeking
and forcing them to bid low in the hope they can achieve a minimally acceptable technical evaluation.
Under such circumstances, the scope of work is likely to require later clarification, which carries greater
risk of cost growth.
There are also numerous examples in which LPTA procedures are being inappropriately executed.
Namely, agencies are not even opening the technical proposals of offerors who are not the lowest
bidders. As a result, the government is prevented from learning about technical solutions that may
better suit the mission requirements, even though the cost may be minimally higher. If opened, such
alternative solutions may provide convincing evidence to the department that the wrong evaluation
methodology had been used and the government could avoid wasteful spending by adopting a better
approach. We have also seen cases at DoD and elsewhere in which the incumbent contractor, despite
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consistently high performance ratings, has been deemed to be not technically acceptable—even in some
cases where they are also the lowest bidder.
Focusing on the appropriate quality and technical requirements is essential, if often overlooked. As such,
we recommend that Better Buying Power 2.0 include guidance to the field clarifying that: (a) LPTA is
only appropriate when acquiring simple, commoditized services; (b) the use of “cost-technical" trade-off
strategies is the more appropriate source selection methodology for other services, provided the
government sets appropriate levels of technical requirements that ensure the government does not pay
for capabilities it doesn’t need; and (c) when LPTA is the appropriate evaluation method the department
must open and evaluate all technical proposals before reviewing price proposals.
Squeezing Profit to Drive Cost Reductions
Finally, while we recognize that the government, as a smart buyer, must ensure it does not pay
excessive profits, data clearly show that profit margins on government contracts tend to be modest at
best and certainly well below the profits for similar work in the commercial space. Unfortunately, the
current government market trend indicates that profits are not tied to the nature of the work and the
risk assumed by the contractor. This is evident in the frequency with which proposals on competitive
fixed-price procurements are subjected to extensive pre-and post-award audits, even though the
acquisition regulations are clear that such audits are inappropriate on fixed-price awards and in the
increasing number of cost-type awards where margins are being arbitrarily and presumptively capped at
levels generally reserved for bulk commodity acquisitions.
As such, we recommend that Better Buying Power 2.0 include guidance to the workforce reminding
them of the importance of tying margins to the nature of the work and the risk assumed by the
contractor, rather than relying on preconceived notions or arbitrary limits. As department officials often
say, what matters is the fair and reasonable price the department actually pays for acquiring the goods
and services, not the "profit" a company may be able to achieve from that transaction.
How the government deploys its increasingly limited resources is more essential today than ever before.
Driving and rewarding high performance, innovation, and continuous improvement must remain at the
core of the government’s acquisition objectives. We believe the modest clarifications we have
recommended here can help ensure the achievement of those goals. We look forward to continuing to
work with you and your team in doing just that.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

Stan Soloway
President & CEO

